The casino’s slot machines are hot! But you aren’t the only one to realize
this. Apply smart decision-making while getting a little help from Lady Luck
to make the house go broke! Claim victory over the other gamblers (and The
House) by walking away with the most coins! Jackpot Payout combines the
wild swings of fortune of slot machines with player-driven choices of deckbuilding games. The race is on to drain the casino of its last penny.
Number of players: 1-4 | Playing time: 30 minutes | Ages: 8+
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OBJECTIVE & SETUP
Have the most coins by the end of the game.
Card Anatomy: Before we get into the game setup, we feel it’s good for you
to become familiar with the cards.
1. Coins - Number of coins a card will give
when scored. Coins can be between 0-4.
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2. Symbol(s) - a single symbol or choice of
symbols (/) a player tries to match to get a
jackpot. The symbols are Grapes, Cherries,
Diamonds, Crowns and Shamrocks.
3. Ability Name - The ability name and
ability symbol (if card has an ability).
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4. Ability Text - A description of a card’s
ability (if card has an ability).
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5. Card Type - Border color of card and
symbol identify the card type (Special
Card as shown on the left).
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1+

6. Solo Play Indicator - 1+ indicates that
this card can be used in a solo game.

7
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7. Card Level - indicates Introductory or
Expert card. A card with an “E” is an
Expert card.

Game Setup:

1. Each player selects a Starting Deck (11 cards per player; all starting
decks are the same - see the example below) and a player board and
places the board in front of them. If you are playing a multiplayer game,
do not play with The House cards. If you are playing solo, refer to the
solo rules on Page 6.
Each player’s Starting Deck is the same.
Grapes (x2), Cherry (x2), Diamond (x2),
Crown (x2), Shamrock (x2), Improve the
Odds (x1).
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2. Decide which set of cards you’ll be playing with from the Introductory
and/or Expert sets. If this is your first time playing, we suggest playing
entirely with cards from the Introductory set. Shuffle the regular and
special cards together from the set of cards you have decided to play with
and reveal the top seven cards. Lay down these seven cards (faceup) in
separate piles within easy reach of all players. This area is called The
Display. Leave the rest of the deck nearby, faceup.
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Create a separate faceup pile of the Coinless Wild cards. They are always
available in the display (see the image above). Whenever a player would
take a card from the display, they may take a coinless wild card instead.
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The Bank
Set aside coin tokens and form a central pile within reach of all players. This
is the bank. The number of coins in the bank depends on the number of
players illustrated in the following table:
Players
1
2
3
4

Starting Coins In Bank
25*
18
25
30

* See solo rules

Starting Deck
Each player shuffles the cards from their starting deck and places this deck
facedown to the left of your player board. The player who most recently
won money at a casino is the starting player (or you can choose who the
starting player is). You’re ready to play!
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GAMEPLAY
1. Draw - On your
turn, reveal the
top three cards
of your deck and
put them into your
play area. If the
cards have further
instructions, follow
those instructions in
any order.

2. Jackpot - Do all
3. Display - If you do
three cards display
not get a jackpot, you
the same symbol?
may take a card from
Congratulations!
the display and add it
Score all three cards,
to your discard pile.
and end your turn.
Replace that card
in the display. Move
all the cards in your
Scoring - Remove 3 cards
in your play area from
play area to your
the game and take coins
discard pile.
from the bank equal to the
number of coins displayed
on the cards. Place the
coins into your score pile.
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You can only take a Special card from the display instead if you
have revealed at least one pair.
If you have two pairs, you may take up to two cards.

You can always take a Coinless Wild card from the display (while
the supply lasts) instead.
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Example of a player’s board and cards during the game.

1. The player’s deck (facedown)

2. The play area (slots for 3 cards to be played face-up during play)
3. Discard pile (faceup)
4. Score pile
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Play proceeds clockwise.
Empty Deck
If you need to draw (or reveal) a card and your deck is empty, shuffle your
discard pile to form a new deck.
Scoring Example

1 coin

2 coins
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1.

2.
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3 coins

Bank

Score
Pile

Three symbols
match - Jackpot!
You must score.
The question
mark is wild.

A total of 3 coins
is present across
all cards in play.
Take 3 coins
from the bank
and place them
into your score
pile. Remove
all 3 cards from
the game.

END OF GAME
The end game is triggered one of two ways:
•
•

The bank runs out of coins.

Or a player starts their turn with 6 or fewer cards combined in their deck
or discard pile.

The player who triggered the end of the game should finish their turn, and
everyone proceeds to the Final Showdown.

THE FINAL SHOWDOWN
Starting with the player with the fewest coins
in their score pile, each player reveals three
cards from the top of their deck and follows any
instructions on those cards. If that player hits
the jackpot, they score those cards and repeat!
Otherwise, their final score is the number of coins
in their score pile.
In case of a tie, whichever tied player has the most coins in their deck wins
(both draw deck and discard pile)! If this also results in a tie, players rejoice
in their shared victory.
In the event that the bank only has 1 coin left, and you score 3 coins, take the
last coin from the bank and also take 2 coins from the box. If you run out of
all 66 coins, substitute any tokens you have on hand.
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SOLO PLAY
The rules are the same as a multiplayer game except that you are trying to beat
The House.
1. The bank starts with 25 coins.

2. Remove the Improve the Odds card from your Starting deck.

3. Find The House cards and add at least 2 cards* to your starting deck.

4. Play as you normally would except the game end is triggered when the
bank runs out of coins or you’ve eliminated all the The House cards from
your deck. In the latter case, you take any remaining coins from the bank.
5. If you have more coins than The House when the game ends, you win! If
not, you get one Final Showdown to hit the jackpot as many times as you
can to overtake The House.
* You can add anywhere between 2-5 of the The House cards for an easier or
harder challenge. Depending on which The House cards you choose and how
many, you can vary the challenge to your preference.

CARD REFERENCE
All sets:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Coinless Wild - This does not get shuffled into the display, but is always
available (while supplies last).

The House (solo mode only) - When you play this card, give The House
N coins from the bank. You may remove up to N cards from the display
(where N matches the number of coins the house gets - 1 for clover, 2 for
cherries/grapes, 3 for diamond/crown).

Improve the Odds - Remove a card from your discard pile or your deck
from the game. If you look through your deck while resolving this ability,
shuffle it afterwards.
Question Mark <?> - This is a wild card. It matches all suits.

Reveal - When a card instructs a player to reveal one or more cards, all
revealed cards are discarded unless specified otherwise.
Single Suit <♣> - This card only has one available
suit shown.
Two suits <♣/♦> - This card can be used as either suit.

Introductory set:
•
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Consolation Prize - If you don’t hit the jackpot this
turn, take 2 coins. If you do hit the jackpot, score as
normal.

•
•
•
•
•

Filter 2 - You may discard either or both of the top 2 cards. You may also
choose to not discard any cards.

Guess Suit - Guess the top card’s suit to score it. If you are wrong, discard
the revealed card into your discard pile. You cannot guess “wild.” If the
revealed card is wild, you may score it.
Second Chance - Reveal the top card. Play it or discard it. If you play
the revealed card, it replaces one of the three cards in play. Discard the
replaced card.

Shopping Spree - Gain as many cards as you want this turn. You still
acquire any cards you normally would get this turn, and you can take the
Coinless Wild card if you wish.
Stuck Reel - If you hit the jackpot, you must score this card
(removing it from the game). If you don’t hit the jackpot, you
can keep it in play, and flip over one fewer card next turn.
Each turn you don’t hit the jackpot, you can decide whether
to keep this card in play or discard it.

Expert set:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coin Sync - Everyone reveals their top card. Each player
who reveals a card matching the number of coins on your
card may score it.
Diversity Dividends - Take 2 coins if you have at least
four different non-wild symbols. Count both symbols on
split cards.

1+

?

Flush - Name a suit. Replace all cards in the display that match that suit.
This will flush any wild cards in the display (other than the Coinless Wilds
that are always available).

Generous - Give each player, including yourself, a card from the display
and then refresh the display. You must choose a card for each player, and
they must accept it.

Imp - Everyone reveals their top card, and you choose which ones
get put back. Cards that are not put back on their owner’s deck are
discarded instead.
Jackpot Payout - When you hit the jackpot, collect twice as many coins.
If you have two Jackpot Payouts in play, collect four times the number of
coins on the third card.

Jackpot Shuffle - When you hit the jackpot, you may select any number
of cards from your discard pile. If you do, put these cards on the top of your
deck, and then shuffle your deck.

Predict Matches - Choose a number between 2 and 5 (including 2 or 5).
Score that many cards from your deck if they all match. Announce the
number before revealing any cards.
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•

Thief - Opponents reveal their top card, you may choose one to put in
your discard pile. Other revealed cards are discarded to their owner’s
discard piles.

FAQ

Q: Can I look through my discard pile?
A: Yes
Q: What if one of my cards is discarded before I resolve its ability?
A: Then you don’t get to resolve that ability. Plan better next time.
Q: What if I get two pairs?
A: You may take up to 2 cards. Both cards may be special cards. You may use
both sides of a split symbol <♣/♦> to obtain a pair but each symbol may only
be used once to make a pair.
Q: How do wild cards work?
A: A card with question mark (?) is a wild card. It matches all suits.
Q: What about cards with two suits?
A: These cards can be used as either suit. You don’t have to decide which suit
when you play it.
Q: Can I mix cards from the Introductory and Expert sets?
A: Yes. You may mix cards from both sets to your liking. Make sure you have
at least 60 cards in this new deck.
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If this game has missing or damaged parts, contact us within 14 days of purchase from
an authorized reseller. DO NOT RETURN THIS GAME TO THE STORE.
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